Workplace Redesign
Why is Workplace being redesigned?
The new Workplace web experience emphasizes team communication and
collaboration. It reduces noise and cleans up clutter by making it easier for
you to focus your attention on the content that matters.
What's changing?
The Workplace redesign:
•

Anchors content to the left of Workplace with a more visible navigation bar.

•

Moves the Home, Notifications and Chat tabs to the left of Workplace.

•

Turns Notifications into a separate tab, allowing you to check your
notifications with a preview of the post and other group content in the same
view. Notifications can be filtered by Unread, Tags and Replies, and From
Pinned Groups.

•

Moves the Explore feature to the Home tab, bringing shortcuts
including News Feed, Groups and People into one column.

•

(For admins on Workplace Premium): Moves the Admin Panel to the left of
Workplace.

•

Introduces QuickChat, allowing you to message people straight from
their Home page. You can start a QuickChat by finding the name of the
person under People, clicking and then clicking Open QuickChat.

•

Gives you more control over your notifications by allowing you to
turn QuickChatnotifications on or off. To do this, minimize
the QuickChat menu, then hover over Chats and click Do not
disturb or Turn off pop-ups.

•

Creates a unified group experience, in which the group and chat features
on Project & Teams groups are centralized. Project & Teams groups will
feature a Posts tab and a Chattab, bringing the conversation into one place.

•

Gives you the ability to collapse the navigation bar and the right side of your
Workplace screen, allowing you to browse or work while on focus mode.

•

Retains familiarity with Facebook, while reinforcing the “work” aspect of
Workplace.

When will the changes take full effect?
•

Admins on Workplace Premium were granted access to the new experience
on April 30; they'll be able to switch between the classic view and the new
Workplace experience until early August.

•

Users will get access to the new experience on June 5; they'll be able to
switch between the classic view and the new Workplace experience until early
August.
Keep in mind that from early August, all admins and users will be migrated to
the new Workplace experience; they'll no longer be able to switch back to the
classic view.
How do I toggle between the two interfaces?
To toggle to the new Workplace experience from Workplace classic:
Click

in the top right of Workplace, then click Switch.

To toggle back to the Workplace classic experience from the new Workplace
experience:
Click

in the bottom left of Workplace, then click Switch.

